Fiscal policy has been traditionally considered a good instrument to • smooth cyclical behaviour • ameliorate inequality through redistribution Yet we have limited and mixed evidence about:
Expected Effects of Fiscal Policy
'Perfectly reasonably economist' can and do disagree even on the basic qualitative (let alone quantitative) effects of fiscal policy:
While neoclassical models predict that private consumption (and aggregate demand) should fall following a positive shock to government consumption, keynesian and some neokeynesian models predict the opposite (Perotti, 2005) .
Distributive effect of taxation and government spending is ambiguous • progressive direct taxes, regressive indirect taxes and proportional social contributions • Social spending supposed redistributive, while unknown effect of other components.
Motivation

Macroeconomic Data
Come from Eurostat (expressed in millions of 2000 €) 1970 1972 1974 1976 1978 1980 1982 1984 1986 1988 1990 1992 1994 1996 1998 2000 2002 2004 2006 We use VAR models to estimate long term effects of fiscal variables 
Methodological Issues
We use VAR models to estimate long term effects of fiscal variables Take account of feedback effects between variables • Important if delay between policy implementation and ensuing impact.
Suitable when variables of interest are endogenous • Output, public expenditure, tax revenue and inequality are interrelated Not too demanding on the data (e.g. needn't have exogenous change to identify effects as in dummy variable approach).
Expansionary fiscal policy has negative effects on output 
GDP Long Term Elasticities
Expansionary fiscal policy has negative effects on output • Separate effect of direct and indirect taxes cannot be measured with precision • Direct taxation seems to be contractionary while indirect taxation is much more neutral
What does this mean in pounds?
• £1 shock on public spending reduces output by £1.8 
Inequality Elasticities
Expansionary (budget neutral) fiscal policy reduces inequality Public (current) expenditure has a sizeable redistributive effect:
• 1% increase in current spending reduces inequality by 1.2%
• With available data cannot separately identify the contribution of the different programmes (e.g. cash transfers vs. in-kind transfers) 
